
[Changing the way people

communicate and access information]

O
ver the past decade, the World Wide Web (WWW) has been evolving
into a central communication hub for consumers and businesses to
efficiently access and deliver multimedia information containing
text, speech, graphics, audio, or video. In this booming era of the
Internet, communication is evolving at an extraordinary pace,

changing from voice over traditional landline phones to multimedia data across
multiple mobile devices, services, and networks. Technological breakthroughs,
which are making people communicate more seamlessly and acquire information
more efficiently, are revolutionizing the fields of speech and language processing
and providing new research challenges and lucrative business opportunities in
areas of communication, entertainment, and marketing. Figure 1 shows a sample of
Web-based applications that are benefiting from the Internet revolution as well as
from advances made in mobile devices. The use of multimodal user interfaces and
multimedia outputs continue to play a role in the evolution of the Internet, trans-
forming traditional business applications such as customer care and security, and
promoting newer applications such as information search and mining.

As the content and usage of the Web continues to grow, the need for accurate sys-
tems to locate or extract meaningful and actionable information will continue to rise.
Three types of classes of systems have been evolving over the past decade. The first
class includes systems capable of searching through documents using keywords.
These systems, more commonly known as search engines, such as Google Search and
Yahoo Search, apply advanced language processing and probabilistic methods to
index words and phrases to enable rapid retrieval of documents. Search engine
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performance is rather impressive in
terms of efficiency and accuracy of
retrieval for top-ten candidates. Google
is now able to re-index the Web daily and
provide search responses in a fraction of
a second. Search engines have also been
applied for voice search but at a smaller
scale. The most commonly used ones
today are automated directory assistance
(e.g., Yellow Pages, White Pages,
Enterprise, etc.). These systems support
voice or multimodal commands (e.g.,
voice and mouse clicks) and interface
with Web contents to retrieve text and
images. Several companies including
AT&T, Nuance, and TellMe offer voice
search solutions. The simplicity of the
querying interfaces for both voice and
document search is an important factor
for their wide popularity. Search will
continue to drive new applications, espe-
cially for mobile small devices where it is
cumbersome to type using a keyboard.
Voice search will also play an important
role in entertainment, such as Internet
Protocol Television (IPTV) as the need
for simpler interfaces to control televi-
sion contents increases.

The second class of search systems supports interactive
question answering. Users can ask a natural language ques-
tion as opposed to keywords. The system parses the request
and retrieves direct answers rather than document links,
hence minimizing the search burden on the users. In the
ASK.com system (originally known as AskJeeves), answers
are formulated on the fly or retrieved from a list of frequently
asked questions. That same concept is applied for enterprise
customer care. For example, AT&T and Ikea provide a
HelpDesk capability on their Web sites using “virtual agents”
that interact with users in natural language about company
products and services. AT&T also uses similar systems for e-
mail customer care, as will be described later in this article.
Interactive question/answering systems are important when
dealing with mobile devices. The small screen size makes it
more difficult to find information using traditional document
search. Interactive question/answering systems that mine the
Web and use voice interfaces are in their infancy. Several
research groups have created spoken natural language dialog
interfaces that mine information from the Web to respond to
users’ questions. These systems are based on large dynamic
grammars that are frequently updated to synchronize with
changes in Web contents [27].

The third class of systems is applied to information mining.
This class of systems involves extracting key elements from
large unstructured data, discovering information, and summa-
rizing relationships and trends. Information mining systems

can infer knowledge and trends automatically from data, ana-
lyze and report application performance, and adapt and
improve over time with minimal or zero human involvement.
For example, monitoring voice recordings, videos, or e-mails
to discover patterns, capture useful trends, and generate
alarms is essential for enhancing a variety of applications
including call centers operation and Internet security [12].
These systems are also useful for analyzing, monitoring, and
tracking customer preferences and interactions to better
establish customized sales and technical support strategies. 

THE WEB REVOLUTION
The WWW is becoming a platform for organizing the world’s
information and integrating devices, technologies, and applica-
tions with people globally. We can see a glimpse of the power of
the Web from the data points listed in Table 1. Over the past
decade, the Web has drastically changed the way we learn, shop,
and communicate. Communication has played a central role in
the Web revolution. Statistics show that U.S. Internet users
spend 44% of their online time on communication such as e-
mail, instant messaging, and voice over IP (see the presentation
by M. Meeker at http://www.morganstanley.com/institutional/
techresearch/webtwopto2006.html). 

What is more important is that the Web continues to expand
at a strong pace after ten years of explosive growth. According to
ComScore (http://www.comscore.com/), the number of people
using the Internet grew by 10% in 2006, reaching 747 million as
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[FIG1] A simple protocol of Web-based multimodal applications using a variety of access
devices.
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of January 2007 (see also http://www.internetworldstats.com/
stats.htm). According to Verisign, the total domain name regis-
trations worldwide increased by 31% in the second quarter of
2007 over the same quarter last year (http://www.verisign.com/
static/042726.pdf).

The Web is the largest dynamic information warehouse in
the world. Hundreds of millions of people search the Web daily
to locate relevant documents, news, videos, images, maps, etc.
There are over 14 billion searches per month worldwide with
Google, Yahoo, MSN, Ask, and AOL accounting for the majori-
ty of these searches. There are other types of search engines
including those used for corporate intranet Web sites and ver-
tical search engines specialized in finding specific information
such as movie times, images, and product prices. 

Business over the Web has been booming over the past
decade, particularly in the areas of online advertising and
sales of products and services. Internet advertising reached
nearly US$21 billion in 2007 and is expected to double over
the next four years. Ten years ago, the market capital for
Google, Yahoo, Amazon, and Ebay was under a billion dol-
lars. Today, these four companies have nearly US$350 billion
of market capital. 

SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND
WEB TECHNOLOGIES

WEB, VOICE, AND
MULTIMEDIA SEARCH

WEB SEARCH
A Web search engine is a text-
based information retrieval
system. It indexes the Web
and responds to keyword
queries with a ranked list of
Web pages. A typical Web

search engine has four components: crawling, indexing,
querying, and ranking. A Web crawler collects targeted con-
tent from the WWW. The content can be regular Web pages,
formatted text documents such as PowerPoint slides, multi-
media documents such as audio and video, or a specific cat-
egory of information such as prices of products. An indexer
indexes the text and/or metadata of each collected item and
stores the generated indices in a database. Querying allows
users to type a query in a certain syntax. Ranking compares
the query against the stored indices, retrieves a list of docu-
ments deemed relevant to the query, and ranks the docu-
ments based on query relevancy scores. Table 2 outlines the
basic components of a Web search engine. Commercial
search engines apply a great deal of engineering efforts to
achieve high performance. 

Ranking is a key for determining the search performance.
Term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is the
basic mechanism used for ranking [1]. Current search engines
consider a much richer set of features such as linking proper-
ties of the Web, user preference, and date and time of docu-
ments. For instance, the “Page Rank” algorithm that most
search engines use today to rank search results interprets a
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CATEGORY ESTIMATED VOLUME SOURCE DATE
DOMAIN NAMES 138 MILLION VERISIGN REPORT JUNE 2007
ARCHIVED WEB PAGES 85 BILLION INTERNET ARCHIVE 2007
VIDEO STREAMS 7 BILLION COMSCORE (U.S.) MARCH 2007
BLOGS 200 MILLION BLOG HERALD FEBUARY 2006
INTERNET USERS 747 MILLION COMSCORE JANUARY 2007
MOBILE INTERNET USERS 34.6 MILLION TELEPHIA JUNE 2006
BROADBAND SUBSCRIBERS 300 MILLION POINT TOPIC MARCH 2007
INSTANT MESSAGING USERS 430 MILLION COMSCORE FEBRUARY 2007
VOICE OVER IP SUBSCRIBERS 34 MILLION ITFACTS DECEMBER 2006
BLOG READERS 63 MILLION COMSCORE (U.S) JULY 2007
SEARCHES PER MONTH 14 BILLION COMSCORE JULY 2007

[TABLE 1]  WEB STATISTICS INCLUDING CATEGORY, ESTIMATED VOLUME,
SOURCE, AND DATE OF CAPTURE.

CRAWLER:

1) START WITH A LIST OF URLS, CALLED SEEDS. 
2) RETRIEVE WEB PAGES FROM THE URL LIST, STORE PAGES ON LOCAL DISKS, AND EXTRACT HYPERLINKS FROM THESE PAGES.
3) UPDATE THE URL LIST WITH THE HYPERLINKS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN VISITED. 
4) GO BACK TO STEP 2. 

INDEXING:

1) TOKENIZE DOCUMENTS TO SEQUENCES OF TERMS AND REMOVE STOP WORDS SUCH AS “A” AND “THE.”
2) BUILD INVERTED INDEX, A DATA STRUCTURE STORING A MAPPING FROM TERMS (t) TO DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATIONS (dj), TERM FREQUENCY(TF), INVERSE

DOCUMENT FREQUENCY(IDF), AND POSITIONS OF ti IN dj. TF(ti, dj) IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES ti APPEARS IN dj. IDF IS COMPUTED AS IDF(ti) = log (N/dfi),
WHERE dfi IS THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS THAT CONTAIN ti

RANKING:

1) EACH DOCUMENT (dj) AND QUERY (q) IS REPRESENTED AS A VECTOR IN A N-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDIAN SPACE: dj = (w1j, · · · wii, · · · wnj), WHERE N IS THE
NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS, wij = TF(ti.dj).IDF(ti) AND wiq = TF(ti, q).IDF(ti)

2) RELEVANCY BETWEEN q AND dj IS MEASURED AS THE COSINE OF THE VECTORS TF-IDF IS USED TO POPULATE THE VECTOR:

cos(q, dj) =

!
i=1

wijwiq

"!
j=1

w 2
ij

"!
i=1

w 2
iq

.

[TABLE 2]  BASIC COMPONENTS OF A WEB SEARCH ENGINE.
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link from one page to another as a “vote,” and votes cast by
popular pages are weighted more heavily [2]. 

A number of natural lan-
guage processing techniques
have been explored in docu-
ment search including stem-
ming, synonyms, and machine
translation. Stemming refers
to the process of mapping a
word to its root form when tokenizing documents and queries.
The motivation is that a user searching for a keyword, such as
“meetings,” is also interested in documents containing the word
“meeting.” Another advantage of stemming is reducing the lan-
guage complexity. The number of distinct terms is dramatically
reduced after stemming. Synonym search brings the search one
level closer to semantic search. For instance, a user can type
“!meeting” to find pages containing “meeting,” “conference,”
and “netmeeting.” Machine translation translates text in a source
language to an equivalent text in a target language. Since the
Web is rapidly changing from being English dominated to multi-
lingual, translation is becoming a key technology that offers
users the ability to search through multilingual documents [30].
A few search engines on the market today offer multilingual
search services, though significant technological improvement is
needed to reach satisfactory performance. 

VOICE SEARCH
Voice search is essentially the combination of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and document search. It is particu-
larly attractive when using mobile devices for searching Web
contents, such as business and consumer listings, maps and
directions, media contents, shopping, etc. In voice search, a
system takes a spoken query as input, retrieves multiple
hypotheses using a speech recognizer, formulates a text query,
queries the index, and provides users the search results.
Accurate ASR is essential for successful voice search services.
Speech recognition technologies have evolved a long way over
the past two decades, fueled by the availability of more data,
faster computations, and advanced algorithms for improved
word accuracy and search efficiency. ASR is a task of finding
the most likely set of words for a given acoustic signal. It can
be represented as arg maxw P(W |y), where W is a string of
words and y is a set of features that are extracted from the
acoustic signal. y is encoded in terms of the spectral character-
istics of the signal and is often referred as the features. Typical
features include cepstrum and energy along with their first-
and second-order time derivatives. The basic approach to
speech recognition is to apply Bayes’ rule to convert the prob-
lem into arg maxw P(y |W )P(W), where P(y |W ) corresponds
to the acoustic model, representing the probability of the
acoustics given the word string. Most state-of-art continuous
speech recognition systems use hidden Markov models to train
P(y |W ). P(W ) is the language model, representing the prob-
ability of the string of words that are under consideration.
P(W ) is typically modeled as a Markov process. For a string of

N words, the joint probability can be expressed as
P(W ) = P(w1w2 · · · wN) = P(w1) P(w2|w1) · · · P(wN|w1,

· · · , wN"1) , which may be
simplified as an n-gram
model by truncating the his-
tory to n " 1 words. During
the process of recognition, a
speech decoder searches
through all possible recogni-

tion choices using a Viterbi decoding algorithm. Readers are
encouraged to look-up Rabiner [4] and Young [28] for
overviews of ASR and spoken language technologies. 

Voice search, particularly for mobile services, presents sever-
al technological and user interface challenges.

1) The inherent spectral distortion results in poor ASR per-
formance in mobile environments. The varying acoustic envi-
ronment, background noise, and transmission channel noise
caused by the speech codec and transmission errors signifi-
cantly degrade speech recognition performance [5]. The
distortion is typically time varying and abrupt within each
call. Classic robustness techniques to speech recognition
such as feature and model adaptation yield limited
improvements in performance. Research in robust speech
recognition for mobile communication has focused on bet-
ter signal processing techniques for improving the detec-
tion and the quality of the signal or spectral features. These
techniques apply different weighting levels to each speech
frame or feature component based on the amount of distor-
tion and the underlying phonetic information in the signal.
In [13], distorted frames are weighted based on the level of
instantaneous distortion introduced by the codec. In [7],
distorted frames are considered unreliable or missing and
their likelihood probabilities are computed based on mar-
ginalization over the reliable frames, or by conditioning
over the reliable frames and recognition hypotheses. Other
robustness approaches include the Aurora standardization
effort in distributed speech recognition (DSR) that aim to
extract features at the terminal device and transmit them
as data (http://portal.etsi.org/stq/kta/DSR/dsr.asp). Although
DSR does not address the problem of environmental noise,
it alleviates transmission-based distortion and benefits from
having a network-based solution to support large-scale
speech applications. 
2) Creating word pronunciation, text normalization, and
language models to represent how people speak search
queries is important to achieve high ASR accuracy. This is
particularly problematic for mobile search where the huge
vocabulary size and Web search terms result in language
models that have very high perplexity. Although there are
plenty of Web search queries that are available for model-
ing, the data are not representative of the way people use
voice search. Techniques to address this problem vary from
combination and filtering of Web and speech data with
carefully weighted language models [3] to more advanced
techniques that attempt to merge the two data types at the

INTERACTIVE QUESTION/ANSWERING
SYSTEMS THAT MINE THE WEB AND USE

VOICE INTERFACES ARE IN THEIR INFANCY.



semantic level. For example, in [6], the authors propose
“stitching” conversational templates with predicate and
arguments that are extracted from Web pages using seman-
tic role labeling. Conversational templates are computed
either manually through handcrafted grammars or learned
automatically using a conversational corpus. 

The issues of pronunciation and text normalization pose
significant challenges in
voice search of Web con-
tent, such as URLs,
names, and technical
terms. While many ASR
systems employ a single
pronunciation per word,
there has been much
research in multiple pro-
nunciations using hand-constructed phonological rules and
automatic derivations of pronunciations alternatives using
corpus-based methods [15]. Research in multiple pronunci-
ations and text normalization of Web content remains in its
infancy. This is not only important for improving speech
recognition but it can also benefit text to speech synthesis
in mobile search applications [20].
3) Seamless integration between speech recognition and
Web search is necessary to maximize search accuracy.
While speech recognition aims to minimize the expected
word error rate, Web search identifies, retrieves, and ranks
Web documents that are most relevant to the search query.
Frequent words that are unimportant for search, such as
“the,” often have low word error rates, while important yet
infrequent search terms such as “camera” end up having
high recognition error rates. This mismatch between the
two technologies is an interesting area of research. One
direction is to reduce this mismatch by optimizing speech
recognition systems with objective functions that mini-
mize search error rates. A more popular approach has been
to broaden the information flow between ASR and Web
search by using lattices, confusion networks, or n-best
hypotheses. In [19], the authors describe the use of soft
indexing for spoken document search by representing lat-
tices as weighted automata and building an index for all
possible substrings contained in the automata. This
approach, when used along with word-based confidence
scores, would typically outperform a standard 1-best sys-
tem. To accommodate for out of vocabulary search words,
it is common to use sub-word-based approaches where the
phone index, rather than the word index, is used for
retrieval [18], [19]. 
4) Providing an appropriate visual interface for presenting
search results can significantly improve the usability of
mobile search applications. Unlike traditional call center
dialog systems that rely on voice input/output alone for
interaction, mobile devices provide a visual interface and
support interaction using both voice and gesture.
Multimodal input and multimedia output using visual cues

enable us to exercise advance dialog strategies such as
clarification and confirmation and to present multiple n-
best choices in a natural manner compared to traditional
voice systems [29]. The challenge, however, is not only in
presenting the information to the user but also in optimiz-
ing the screen for maximum output display. This optimiza-
tion may be required for every mobile device.

MULTIMEDIA SEARCH
Multimedia data on the Web
are proliferating exponentially
because of the emergence of
video-sharing, user-generated
video, free digital storage,
broadband, and Wi-Fi net-
works. Video search involves

applying text or speech search to retrieve relevant video seg-
ments. Text is acquired from the Web page, human generated
description of a video, metadata, captions, and/or subtitles. If
speech is only available then ASR is applied to generate word or
phone transcription. 

Several commercial search engines including PodZinger and
Blinkx have started to offer video search by content. Objects in
video are identified using image recognition, while words are
transcribed from audio using speech recognition. For instance,
Blinkx employs facial recognition technology to identify hun-
dreds of famous faces. 

There are several major challenges in video search [8]. The
first is shot boundary detection for identifying the shot bound-
aries with their location and type (cut or gradual) in video clips.
Each shot is a subsequence of frames that are produced during a
single run of the camera. The second is high-level feature extrac-
tion. This is important to identify the occurrence of various
semantic features such as “Indoor/Outdoor,” “People,” “Speech,”
etc. Most systems formulate this task as a classification problem.
A variety of features, including color, texture, shape, edges,
acoustics, shape, and text, are used at multiple granularities
(local, regional, global). The third challenge is search. The video
search task is analogous of text search. The particular challenge
for video search is the interrelationship between the various
pieces: text, images, video clips, and audio clips. 

QUESTION ANSWERING
Question answering (QA) is an interactive process that aims to
provide precise answers to natural language queries. QA is
essentially an advanced search technology that is becoming
increasingly important in light of the exponential growth of the
Web and the need for prompt and accurate information. Most
modern QA systems take collections of unstructured documents
as an answer resource. The document collection could be the
WWW, an enterprise Web site, a set of prepackaged responses, or
millions of newswire articles. A typical modern QA system is
illustrated in Figure 2 [9]. The underlying techniques to support
these steps are built upon language processing technologies,
information retrieval, machine learning, and statistics. 
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A WEB SEARCH ENGINE IS A TEXT-BASED
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

THAT INDEXES THE WEB AND RESPONDS
TO KEYWORD QUERIES WITH A
RANKED LIST OF WEB PAGES.



Most QA systems exploit redundancy of Web information for
answer extraction [10]. The assumption is that the large volume
of Web data includes multiple context-sensitive answers to most
questions being asked. The distributions of these answers can be
used as weights that reflect their importance. This approach is
used in both document-based and Web-based QA systems. The
Web has also been used as a knowledge resource for QA [11]. For
instance, structured data sources on the Web, such as
gazetteers, movie library, and Wikipedia can be used for answer-
ing specific types of questions. 

QA systems can be categorized into four classes based on
the question type: factoid QA, list QA, open-ended QA, and
interactive QA. 

FACTOID QUESTION ANSWERING 
A factoid question is a fact-based, short-answer question
such as “How high is the pitcher’s mound?” The answer is
often a text snippet in a document. Most factoid QA systems
process questions through tokenization, part-of-speech tag-
ging, temporal tagging, named entity tagging, syntactical

[FIG2] A simplified diagram of a question/answering system.
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parsing, and semantic parsing. Each question is then cate-
gorized into expected answer types by a question classifier
that is built using machine learning techniques. The classi-
fier uses a variety of attributes such as lexical chains
derived from extended WordNet, which links the set of
question keywords to the set of potential answer type words
[11]. Keywords are then extracted from each question and
sent to a formulation module
that is designed to weight key-
words and identify additional
phrases and words that could
be used to enhance the quality
of  the document/passage
retrieval for a particular question. The formulated query is
provided to the document retrieval module to obtain rele-
vant passages. Several different strategies are used to locate
the answer from returned passages. The most popular strat-
egy is matching a question’s expected answer type with
named entities in passages. Under this approach, to answer
the PERSON question “who is the manager of Manchester
United?” for example, would only require processing pas-
sages that contain a PERSON-related entity. 

Though factoid questions are important, it is frequently the
case that users can obtain answers to their factoid questions by
querying a search engine.

LIST QUESTION ANSWERING
A list question, such as “list the names of chewing gums,”
requires the system to assemble a response from informa-
tion located in multiple documents. List question answering
was introduced to TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) in 2001
as an extension of factoid QA. In the list task, systems are
required to assemble a set of distinct instances as the
response. Information duplicated in the documents must be
detected and reported only once. Most systems use the same
factoid-answering techniques for list questions and return
the top-ranked answer strings as the final answer list. Web
counts from various search engines are commonly used to
re-rank answer instances. The best system in the TRECQA-
2006 scored a 0.43 F-measure [9]. 

OPEN-ENDED QUESTION ANSWERING
Open-ended questions express more complex information
needs such as how, why, and yes/no types of questions. One
simple example of open-ended QA is frequently asked ques-
tions (FAQs). FAQs represent commonly asked queries that
users typically ask. There are millions of FAQs and answers on
the Web that can be used as an answer resource for an open-
domain generic question answering system. Statistical transla-
tion modeling and discriminative learning methods have been
applied to learn the lexical relationship between questions and
answers [12], [14]. One can argue that with the explosive
growth of FAQs on the Web, most natural language questions
will soon have semantically equivalent FAQs that have answers
available on the Web. 

INTERACTIVE QUESTION ANSWERING
Many questions that users frequently want answers for cannot be
satisfied with a one-time search query. Some queries are initia-
tions for dialogs, while others are complicated, broad, narrow, or
vague, resulting in either no good answer or many good answers
[17]. Interactive QA, or context-based QA, was first introduced in
TREC 2001. The core technology of interactive QA is to model

discourse context. It has been
generally reported that the most
frequent contextual phenomena
in QA are ellipsis, co-references,
and repetitions. Several studies
have explored how questions

relate to previous interactions [16], [17]. These studies employed
a model for discourse representation using directed acyclic graph
and applied clarification to relax or constrain a query. 

INFORMATION MINING
Information mining is the task of discovering targeted or unex-
pected information from unstructured data, which can be the
entire Web or multimedia documents, such as audio and video.
It can be categorized into three areas: Web structure mining,
Web content mining, and Web usage mining. 

WEB STRUCTURE MINING
Web structure mining is the process of mining Web-link struc-
ture, Web site structure, and Web document structure. 

In Web-link structure mining, the Web is viewed as a graph,
where nodes represent Web pages and edges are the hyperlinks
between them. This graph itself is dynamic and constantly
changing. Pages and hyperlinks are added and deleted almost
every minute. Many pages and links are created on the fly by
Web applications. Properties of this dynamic graph provide
insights into how humans organize information globally, how
robust and vulnerable the Internet is, and how the Web evolves
over time. Properties of the Web structure have been exploited
to improve search and navigation. A good example is the
PageRank link analysis algorithm [2], which measures the prob-
ability that a page is visited by a random surfer on the Web. 

In structure mining, a Web site is treated as more than just
a collection of Web pages. It is a systematic organization of Web
pages into subdirectories. Related Web pages are woven togeth-
er through meaningful hyperlinks. A corporate Web site, for
example, is often professionally designed and developed based
on a thorough analysis of the market needs, competitive land-
scape, and functional requirements. In the AT&T WebTalk Web
mining prototype [29], a Web site directory layout is treated as
a tree classified by task experts according to subjects.
Hyperlinks (or citations) are used during search and when cre-
ating subdirectory summaries. Given a Web site, WebTalk col-
lects all hyperlinks with semantically meaningful anchor texts
and weights each anchor text proportionally to the frequency it
is used and the importance of the pages. Summaries are gener-
ated when conversing with users. A display of the WebTalk pro-
totype is shown in Figure 3.

VOICE SEARCH IS ESSENTIALLY THE
COMBINATION OF AUTOMATIC SPEECH

RECOGNITION AND DOCUMENT SEARCH.
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Automatically recognizing Web page semantic structures is
another direction of structure mining. A Web page developer
can select templates, white spaces, images, tables, dozens of
HTML tags, hundreds of HTML attributes, or a combination of
them to artistically lay out a page. HTML source codes for ren-
dering the same Web page could be dramatically different from
one developer to another. Feng et al. formulated this problem as
a classification task that involved segmenting a Web page into
smaller information blocks and classifying each block into
semantically meaningful information units [21].

WEB CONTENT MINING
The goal in Web content mining is to find useful information
from text and multimedia content of Web pages. Web mining is
a more mature field than mining audio and spoken documents.
It includes information extraction (IE) and integration, knowl-
edge discovery, and trend analysis.

IE is a problem of extracting instances of predefined named
entities and relations from text corpora. The underlying tech-
nologies include language processing techniques, Web-scale sta-
tistics, and unsupervised or semi-supervised learning methods.
Traditional IE systems use homogeneous corpora to find
instances of narrow, prespecified relations, such as the time and
place of events. The KnowItAll system expanded the concept of
IE to include the Web [14]. The task was accomplished through
virtual learning agents that automatically build a collection of
concepts, facts, and generalizations about a particular topic
directly from a large volume of Web text. In the AT&T WebTalk
prototype [29], IE from Web sites is done through a bootstrap-
ping procedure that uses few exemplars as a seed. Text and pres-
entation context of these exemplars are then used as extraction
patterns to retrieve other similar candidates. 

Knowledge discovery is particularly relevant for mining
blogs, customer reviews, and personal Web pages to infer opin-
ions and preferences. Extracting sentiment from online cus-
tomer review in particular has been explored by many parties.
The task is to measure the polarity and
strength of expressed opinions. Various
approaches have been evaluated includ-
ing supervised learning based on human
annotated data, semi-supervised learn-
ing using numeric online ratings, and
unsupervised learning relying on lin-
guistic resources such as Word-Net. In
[23], a method was proposed for econo-
metrics-based opinion mining, which
combined econometric techniques with
language processing techniques to
derive the semantic orientation and
strength of the opinion. This method
identifies a “dollar value” of each opin-
ion phrase and measures sentiment
effectively. Typical features used include
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams con-
joined with their part of speech. 

Trend analysis is useful in Web mining to identify potential
indicators and warnings of social disruption. The aim is to dis-
cover abnormal behaviors, significant statistical changes, and
trends of targeted or unexpected subjects over time. This task
entails changing pattern discovery, trend analysis, flexible
search, as well as visualization of comparative study. 

Modeling statistical variation requires judicious choice of
a parametric/nonparametric model that can accommodate
for the nonstationary nature of the data. This often mani-
fests itself in the form of mean shifts and variance changes.
Once a model is established, statistical tests such as t-test, p-
values, and control charts are applied to detect significant
deviations from expected behavior. One might be interested
in detecting sudden big changes (outliers) or changes that
are moderate but persistent. 

Trend analysis has been successfully applied for identifying
political trends in blogs. It has also been used for bio-surveil-
lance Web tracking to provide early warning alerts to stake-
holders of major biologically disruptive events having
transnational implications. 

WEB USAGE MINING 
Web usage mining concerns the discovery of interesting pat-
terns of users’ browsing behaviors [24]. It has become the basis
for Web-based service optimization, customer satisfaction
improvement, fraud detection, and service personalization. The
usage data records users’ behaviors when browsing or making
transactions. Most of this information is collected by the Web
server and stored as Web server logs. Many Web usage reporting
systems include such information as the number of visitors,
time intervals of user visits, etc. Beyond reporting, Web usage
mining also focuses on usage pattern discovery and pattern
analysis. The underlying technologies include data mining, scal-
able warehousing and preprocessing, sequence discovery, real-
time processing, document classification, and user and quality
evaluation modeling. 

[FIG3] AT&T WebTalk: A prototype system for interactive question/answering and
information mining [29].

Customer: What about laser printers?
WebTalk:

We sell several different network-enabled color laser printers priced from
$200 to $1,000. Here is a list of the models we have available in stock:  

1) Laser 101 with 20 pages per minute: $295.
2) Laser 202 with 30 pages per minute: $395.  

Previous Turn: I am interested in purchasing inkjet printers under $400 that
can be connected to my network. 

How May I Help You?
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FUELING THE TRENDS
The Web serves as a global platform and a rich content ware-
house. Its scalability and dynamically changing contents are
empowering new applications that utilize speech and lan-
guage technologies. In call centers, these technologies are
used to partially or fully automate a customer care call. The
business case is based on cost saving and improved customer
experience. On the Web, there are numerous opportunities
for using these technologies for information search, com-
munication, and security. The business case includes not
only automation but also increased revenue from sales, mar-
keting, and advertising.

VOICE AND MULTIMODAL SEARCH
Thanks to Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft, most people are
familiar by now with the concept of Web search. However, the
increasing availability of multimedia data, broadband access,
voice over IP, and powerful mobile devices is fostering a new
wave of human–computer interfaces that support multiple
modalities. Those so-called multimodal user interfaces com-
bine interactive multimedia output where audio, video, graph-
ics, and text are accurately synchronized under time
constraints, with several modes of input such as speech, key-
board, pointing devices, handwriting, and gestures [22].
Multimodal search uses the Web as a source for information
retrieval of maps, business listings, investment information,
travel reports, etc. The integration of speech, text, and visual
interfaces with Web contents provide richer, more versatile,
and robust user interfaces than traditional speech input or
text input alone. 

Several companies including TellMe, Google, Nuance, and
AT&T have recognized the potential of the Internet as a

medium for offering new services for voice and multimodal
search. Voice search of directory assistance applications [18],
for example, which has been traditionally limited to voice
input, are ideal candidates for multimodal user interfaces.
With the use of mobile devices, a person can invoke a busi-
ness listing using a voice command, select the appropriate
output using touch (or click), and either make the call or
retrieve additional information including a business resume,
directions, and reviews acquired from the Web [27]. Several
trials and services are currently underway for mobile search
using voice recognition including 1-800-YellowPages, 1-800-
GOOG-411, and 1-800-555-TELL.

Multimodal search plays an important role in entertain-
ment. In IPTV, for example, the traditional remote control will
soon become obsolete. Using up/down and left/right keys is
insufficient when navigating through a large number of chan-
nels, programs, movies, and music, all changing continuously
every day. With multimodal search, users will have the ability
to apply speech to identify the desired program or narrow
down the search into a short menu and then use up/down and
left/right keys to select the program of choice (Figure 4). In
the prototype system published in [25], users can also exercise
advanced natural language queries such as “show me all
action movies by Bruce Willis.” The ease-of-use of multimodal
search over standard clicking using a remote control will
totally change the way people watch television. 

It should be noted that much of the progress made in
voice and multimodal search is for vertical industries with
application-specific language models. There are numerous
technical problems that need to be solved before users are
able to break down the application barrier and be able to do
mobile search freely for unlimited information access. New

research in the areas of personalization
and customization will be needed as
people become accustomed to their
devices and become power users of the
technology.

WEB-BASED CUSTOMER CARE
The contact center market is current-
ly estimated to cost the U.S. industry
in excess of US$100 billion annually,
of which 80% is spent on agent per-
sonnel. The number of calls continues
to rise as companies offer a wider
variety and complexity of products
and services. Diverting even a fraction
of the calls to the Web will ultimately
result in tremendous cost savings and
improved customer experience. Web-
based customer care includes search,
question/answering, live chat, and
e-mails. 

Integrating the Web with language
processing can provide several new[FIG4] A prototype system using multimodal voice search for IPTV movie-on-demand [25].
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opportunities for customer care. Both AT&T
(http://ask.att.com/esh/main/ chainAction.do) and Ikea
(http://www.ikea.com/us/en) have virtual online chat agents that
provide customers with a natural language interface using an
inventory of several thousands of frequently asked question and
answer pairs. Both systems apply advanced search to each input
query to provide a precise response and a relevant Web page.

E-mails consume 20% of the traffic on the Web and are
increasingly becoming an important channel for customer
care. Rather than calling and
waiting for an agent, a customer
can send an e-mail and receive a
response within minutes or
hours. There are opportunities
for applying language processing
and machine learning techniques
to route an e-mail to an appro-
priate agent, autosuggest a response to an agent, reduce
agents’ average handling time, and improve overall customer
satisfaction. In WebTalk [29], the application is able to process
e-mails and Web sites to automatically construct a task-ori-
ented dialog system. Named entities such as products and
services and contact information are extracted. The system is
then able to chat with the customer without involving an
agent in the loop. 

Web-based customer care will continue to grow as the vol-
ume and complexity of Web data increase. Mining this multi-
media data for the purpose of sales and marketing, improving
operation, and/or extracting business intelligence and trends
will continue to be important research initiatives. This involves
converting the unstructured nature of the Web data into a
structured form that can be used for extracting useful informa-
tion. A sizable portion of this multimedia data is non-English
and 68% of Internet users are non-English speaking, hence
providing new business opportunities for using language trans-
lation technology [30]. Language translation is estimated to be
a US$23 billion market, less than 1% of
which is attributed to computerized lan-
guage translation sales. The Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) has been particularly interest-
ed in speech recognition, translation,
and distillation technologies as part of
the Global Autonomous Language
Exploitation (GALE) program to help
deliver pertinent, consolidated informa-
tion to military personnel in response to
direct or implicit requests (http://www.
nist.gov/speech/tests/gale).

INTERNET SECURITY
Security is important especially in the
Internet sector. Internet fraud has grown
from US$1.6 billion in 2000 to between
US$6 and US$15 billion in 2005 (Meridien

Research, http://retailindustry.about.com/library/bl/bl_
usrch0314.htm). The majority of consumers tend to refrain
from performing any transactions over the Internet in fear
that their private information (e.g., credit card information)
may be stolen. Although stealing personal information is by
no means less secure over the Internet than any other access
device, the general perception among consumers remains
that the Internet is a risky medium for conducting business
transactions. This misperception results in less Internet

transactions and a loss of rev-
enue that is valued in the bil-
lions of dollars. Improving
Internet security by using speak-
er recognition technology can
help to deter intruders, mini-
mize fraud, and ultimately
increase business transactions

on the Web. Speaker verification uses human voice character-
istics to verify whether a speaker is the person he or she
claims to be [26] (Figure 5). During enrolment, a statistical
model of the speaker’s voice is computed and stored in a data-
base. During run time, the speaker’s voice characteristics are
compared with a voice model previously trained. If a match
occurs, the system will decide that the speaker is who he or
she claims to be and will permit the caller to continue. If the
voice does not match, the speaker is not authentic and the
system can either reject the caller or direct the call to an
alternative security check or an operator. 

Combining speaker recognition technology with the Web
will help to enhance consumers’ buying experience. Customers
who wish to conduct business over the Web are typically asked
to fill-out a form. During this sign-up process, a customer can
be given the option to provide their voice for the purpose of
authentification. This may involve repeating a predefined or ran-
dom set of phrases (or digits). If the user is successfully authen-
ticated, he or she is allowed to complete their transaction and

[FIG5] Voice verification for Web-based security [26].
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credit card.”  
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VOICE SEARCH, PARTICULARLY 
FOR MOBILE SERVICES, PRESENTS
SEVERAL TECHNOLOGICAL AND 
USER INTERFACE CHALLENGES.
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access their personal data. Genuine users who are rejected are
either transferred to a human agent or authenticated automati-
cally by providing additional personal information. Imposters
are rejected by the system. This paradigm of authenticating a
user by their voice can potentially provide additional comfort to
consumers and may drive more Web-based sales traffic. It can
also help to track intruders who may attempt to use their voice
to access multiple Web accounts.

SUMMARY
This article has provided a brief overview of how the marriage of
speech and language technologies with the Web is changing the
way people communicate and access information. Advances are
happening at a rapid pace through improved algorithms, wider
penetration of the Web, availability of data, and faster comput-
ing. As the Web continues to evolve, research initiatives need to
continue to address difficult challenges in areas of information
mining of multimedia data, multimodal search of Web and
media contents, speaker recognition for reducing Internet
fraud, interactive question/answering for Web-based self-service,
Web mining for knowledge discovery, two-way language transla-
tion, and Web page personalization and ranking. Progress in
these areas will help to generate exciting new business opportu-
nities for mobile Internet, secure voice print, ubiquitous multi-
lingual communication, IPTV, globalization of customer care,
and information search of massive amounts of data.
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